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Dreamy, emotional, ambient rock/alternative with pop sensibilities and a dash of electronics. 5 MP3

Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, POP: with Live-band Production Details: Memphis, TN. Dreamy, emotional,

ambient rock/alternative with pop sensibilities and a dash of electronics. Supporting 5-song EP, which

features the track "Soft" - 4 stars in a national radio test, chosen for inclusion on BuyIndie- Music.com's

1st compilation and Velvet Blue Music's 7th compilation, and reached the semi-finals of the Dallas

Songwriters Competition. Capture Me was also released on a Kronstudios compilation CD.(Robert

Thompson, kingsofar.com). Memphis, TN. Dreamy, emotional, ambient rock/alternative with pop

sensibilities and a dash of electronics. Supporting a 5-song EP, 4 stars in a national radio test, chosen for

inclusion on Velvet Blue Music's 7th compilation, and reached the semi-finals of the Dallas Songwriters

Competition. (Robert Thompson, kingsofar.com). Included on the Kron Studios "High Voltage"

compilation. Received Editor's Choice Award and included in the Who's Who of the International Library

of Poetry. Letting go in the climax of a great song, listening to people singing together, it's a feeling that

goes deep. It's something about everyone being of one mind, one Spirit. I studied choral music in college

to help me figure it out, but the mystery of choral music still awes me to this day. I have a passion for

worshipping God with music. I lead worship around the Memphis area, and I am one of the worship

leaders at Heartsong Church. I have been a featured singer and choir director on a couple Crossway

Worship Band CD's as well as a Proto CD recorded at Ardent Studios. After Dana Key coached me in

songwriting for a few months, and I found my place in the world of music, I became serious about writing

songs. I write a lot of songs, and I write a lot of lyrics. I stay up way too late for my own good trying to

decide whether love and move will be okay to rhyme. I am addicted to rhymes...I love writing about that

which I love: Jesus, love and life, my beautiful wife and my soon to be child...reaching the unreached,
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sorrow and happiness, things of earth that grow strangely dim in the light of God, and helping people get

through their struggles. I work at a treatment center providing music, art, and recreational therapy. I am

one of the first people to bring Drum Therapy to Memphis. I lead a group called The Memphis Rhythm

Symphony. Getting a circle of Djembe's together is just as amazing as choral music. Put the two together,

and I can only imagine. In everything I do, I'm a family advocate. I had a rocky childhood, but holding on

to family reaped its benefits...I love chilling with my brother Erik...chatting about music and art, I love

hearing my sister sing, I love building stuff with my dad...especially our relationship, and I love sitting

down to some of mom's home cooking with a side of wisdom. I love making my wife laugh, and I can't

wait to be my child's hero. Yeah, Family is it...the built in relationship system that teaches you how to love

selflessly. It must have been a setup from upstairs. Listen World, Hold on to family, even if you think you

don't need them, they may need you one day, and that's what love is, isn't it? (Your Distance is Killing

You)
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